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Abstract. In this paper we introduce an application for the Virtual
Traffic Laboratory. We have seamlessly integrated the analyses of ag-
gregated information from simulation and measurements in a Matlab
environment, in which one can concentrate on finding the dependen-
cies of the different parameters, select subsets in the measurements, and
extrapolate the measurements via simulation. Available aggregated in-
formation is directly displayed and new aggregate information, produced
in the background, is displayed as soon as it is available.

1 Introduction

Our ability to regulate and manage the traffic on our road-infrastructure, essen-
tial for the economic welfare of a country, relies on an accurate understanding of
the dynamics of such system. Recent studies have shown very complex structures
in the traffic flow [1], [2]. This state is called the synchronized state, which has to
be distinguished from a free flowing and congested state. The difficulty to under-
stand the dynamics originates from the difficulty to relate the observed dynamics
in speed and density to the underlying dynamics of the drivers behaviors, and
the changes therein as function of the circumstances and driver motivation [3].

Simulations play an essential role in evaluating different aspects of the dy-
namics of traffic systems. As in most application areas, the available computing
power is the determining factor with respect to the level of detail that can be
simulated [4] and, consequently, lack of it leads to more abstract models [5].
To be able to afford more detailed situations, we looked how we could use the
resources provided by for instance Condor[6], or the Grid [7].

Simulation and real world experimentation both generate huge amount of
data. Much of the effort in the computer sciences groups is directed into giv-
ing scientists smooth access to storage and visualization resources; the so called
middle-ware on top of the grid-technology. Yet, for a scientist seamless inte-
gration of the information from simulated data and measurements is the most
important issue, the so called data-driven approach (see for instance [8]).
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Our department participated in the Grid-based Virtual Laboratory Amster-
dam (VLAM-G) [9]. VLAM-G had as goal to hide resource access details from
scientific users, and to allow scientific programmers to build scientific portals.
These portals give access to the user interfaces for scientific studies: combi-
nations of information gathering, processing, visualization, interpretation and
documentation. Typical applications can be found in Astronomy, Earth Obser-
vation and High Energy Physics, Medical Diagnosis and Imaging, Food- and
Bio-Informatics, as bundled in the ’Virtual Laboratory for e-science’ [10].

In this article we show our experience with building our Virtual Traffic Lab-
oratory as a data driven experimentation environment. This experience can be
used as input for the future development of the Virtual Laboratory on other
application domains.

2 VLAM-G Architecture

The Scientist is the person that actually is performing the studies. In a study
often the same steps are repeated, as for instance testing a hypothesis on a
certain dataset. Some steps can be quite time-consuming, so the Scientist can
log-out from this study, prepare another study, and come back to inspect the
intermediate results and perform another step of the study.

So, when the Scientist starts working with VLAM-G, there is support in
the form of the information management system VIMCO and the run time sys-
tem RTS [11]. VIMCO archives study, module and experiment descriptions [12],
together with the application specific databases. The RTS takes care of schedul-
ing, instantiating and monitoring the computational modules of an experiment.
It makes thereby extensive use of Globus services, the actual standard in Grid
computing.
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Fig. 1. The different systems for a study
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3 The Front-End

The Scientist can use the front-end that is optimal for its domain. For complex
system engineering, as traffic systems, we favor the Matlab environment. So, we
have coupled a prototype of the RTS [13] with the Matlab environment. Here the
RTS is used for the heavy computational tasks, while the Matlab environment
is used for analysis and visualization of the results.

To be able to demonstrate the possibilities of Matlab as front-end, we have
implemented a gateway routine, which allows the user to load VLAM-G modules,
couple them, configure them and start them. We have hidden our gateway routine
inside a user-defined block of Simulink. Simulink is an interactive, graphical, tool
for modeling, simulating, and analyzing dynamic systems.

Further we used the Condor system to start up a cluster of jobs on several
resources, including the Globus-resources at our site. The Simulink system was
used to monitor the progress of the jobs, by monitoring the database where the
results of the analysis and simulation are stored.

In the following figure one can see an example of such Simulink model. The
first block generates a trigger when new data is available in the database, the
second block then queries the database and updates a figure with the new data.

(a) top level (b) bottom level

Fig. 2. The ShowSim Monitor in Simulink

Simulink is a part of the Matlab suite. It has an extensive library of predefined
blocks, which perform operations on their input and generate output. In that
sense they are comparable with the modules of VLAM-G. The difference is that
these operations are performed as threads of the current Matlab process, on
the current Machine, while at VLAM-G the modules are processes on remote
resources. The VLAM-G concept of re-usable modules is perfect for the initial
processing, analyzing and cleaning of the data, while the library of functions
that Simulink has to offer is perfect to perform some final filtering of the results
before they are visualized to the Scientist.

4 The Application

Traffic flow on the Dutch highway A12 is investigated for a wide variety of
circumstances in the years 1999-2001. The location was especially selected for
the absence of disturbing effects like nearby curvature, entrees or exits. This
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location has the unique characteristic that, although the flow of traffic is high,
traffic jams are very sporadically seen. In this sense it is a unique measurement
point to gather experimental facts to understand the microscopic structures in
synchronized traffic states ([2]), which was not reported outside of Germany yet.

Previous research ([1]) has shown that three types of synchronized traffic can
be distinguished:

i stationary and homogeneous states, where the average speed and flow are
nearly constant for several minutes

ii stationary, non-homogeneous states, where the average speed is constant for
a lane, but the flow noticeably changes.

iii non-stationary and non-homogeneous states, where both average speed and
flow change abruptly.

In addition, it is found that transitions from these states to free flowing traffic
are rare, but between synchronized states are frequent.

This means that for understanding the microscopic structures in synchronized
traffic states the relations between several aggregates of single vehicle measure-
ments have to be made. Important aggregate measurements are for instance
average speed, average flow, average density, headway distribution and speed
difference distribution. The dynamics of these one-minute aggregates over 5-10
minutes periods are important for a correct identification of the state.

To facilitate the analysis of aggregate measurements over time we designed
the following architecture:
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Fig. 3. The measurement analysis architecture

Along the A12 there was a relational database from Sybase that collected
the measurements from two independent measurement systems. One system was
based on inductive loops in the road, the other on an optical system on a gantry
above the road. Although both were quality systems, some discrepancies occur
between measurements due to different physical principles. Video recordings were
used to manually decide the ground truth when the measurements were not clear.
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After this validation process, the measurements were converted to an object
oriented database from Matisse. This database was used to verify the quality
of the measurement systems themselves. While the manual validation process
was used to get the overall statistics of errors in the measurements, the object
oriented database was used to analyze the circumstances of the measurement
errors. Several hypothesis of underlying failure processes were raised, as for in-
stance the characteristics of trailers that had higher changes to be characterized
as an independent passage.

The validated measurements were used to generate the statistics that charac-
terize the traffic flow. Different measurements-periods could be combined based
on different criteria, for instance ’Flowing’/’Congestion’, ’High-Density’/’Low-
Density’, weather conditions, fraction of heavy traffic, etc, etc. The right com-
bination of criteria results in candidate traffic flow states. The statistics that
are important to characterize the microscopic structure of the traffic flow are
not only averages and standard deviations, but require for non-Gaussian distri-
butions fits of complex probability density functions. Generating such statistics
typically takes 20 minutes on a UltraSPARC-II workstation, which makes it
worthwhile to store the results a separate database.

An example of such analysis is given in figure 4, where the average speed is
given as a function of the flow (as percentage of the maximum flow) and the
fraction of lorries (as percentage of the number of passages).

(a) measured (b) simulated

Fig. 4. The average speed as function of the flow and the fraction heavy traffic

The average speed is indicated with a colorcode, red (top of the bar) indicates
high speeds, blue (bottom of the bar) indicates low speeds. Each point indicates
an aggregate over longer period (30-60 minutes), which are typically equivalent
with a few thousand passages.

Combinations of measurement-periods that showed the same patterns on
their aggregated traffic flow measurements over time were candidate traffic flow
states. These aggregated measurements could be translated into the parameters
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of a microscopic traffic simulator, AdsSim [14], which is based on the microscopic
Mixic model [15].

The characteristics of the simulated data were aggregated in the same way
as the real data, and the resulting dynamics were compared to the original
dynamics, to see if the model was complete (see figure 4). As one can see, the
simulated points (each representing 5000 passages) are more homogeneous spread
over the spectrum because one can ask for certain combination of parameters.
Yet, the results are less to be trusted when one has to extrapolate far from
actual measured parameter-combinations space. For instance, the average speed
is unexpectedly high for Heavy Traffic percentages above 30%. This is due to the
fact that this type traffic was only seen for low Volumes, when the fast lane is
only sporadically used (with high speeds). When the flow increases, the fast lane
is used more often, which gives this lane more influence on the average speed,
and the speed-characteristics of this flow are extrapolated from the sporadic
passages at low Volumes.

The CreateA12meta and CreateStochasticModel were originally Matlab-
functions with more than 1000 lines of code. We converted those functions to
standalone programs, which made it possible to run those functions in the back-
ground with the aid of the Condor software[6]. The latest versions of this soft-
ware even make it possible to add Grid-resources to the pool with the glide-in
technique [16].

The major advantage of our approach was to store all these meta-data in
separate databases. This made it possible to start from the Matlab commandline
a number of daemons, implemented in Simulink, which constantly monitor those
databases and update the diagrams when new analysis results are ready.

5 Discussion

We have chosen this application, because of the complexity of both the mea-
surement analysis and the traffic flow model. For instance, the Mixic model has
68 parameters in its traffic flow model [15], and most parameters are described
as functions of single vehicle data such as lane, speed and headway. For AdsSim
this resulted in 585 variables that can be adjusted to a specific traffic condition.
Compare this with the 150 keywords in the standard application in molecular
dynamics [17] in the UniCore environment [18].

To be able to calibrate such a model for a certain traffic state, the Scientist
needs to be able to select characteristic subsets in the bulk of measurements,
and visualize the dynamics of the aggregates in different ways. It is no problem
that it takes some time to generate aggregates, as long as the Scientist is able to
switch fast between diagrams of parameters and their dependencies as soon as
the aggregates are ready. Storing the analysis results in a database solves this
problem.

Typically, the Scientist can concentrate on a few diagrams (say three) at
a time. The Scientist sees a certain pattern in the dependency, and can select
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measurements and simulation to add extra points to the diagram, to look if the
pattern holds.

While processes at the background fill in the missing data-points, the Sci-
entist starts the visualization of other dependencies, till an unexpected pattern
appears. At that moment other subsets in the measurements become important.
This means that new analysis has started up, and the decision has to be made
to stop the current analysis.

In most cases this decision is negative, because the analysis of the previous
characteristic is often quite far, and the Scientist wants to be sure how the
unexpected pattern looks for that complete subset, even as there is a subset
identified that should show the effect more clearly.

The key of our approach is that we don’t see the Scientist as a user that
repeats the same analysis repeatedly on the different datasets, but is an expert
analyzing the problem from different viewpoints. These viewpoints are not known
beforehand, and slowly shifting. The Matlab environment allows full control of
a dataset, and facilitates different ways to search, fit and display dependencies.
At the moment an interesting viewpoint is found, additional datapoints can be
generated in the background, with an interface a high throughput system like
Condor. The results are automatically displayed by monitoring the databases
with meta-data via Simulink.

This approach differs from the approach of for instance [8], where Matlab
is seen as inappropriate due to license policies and speed issues. By using high
throughput systems in the background speed is no longer an issue. With its li-
cense the Matlab environment provides the Scientist directly a rich set of graphics
and solvers, without the need to construct this functionality from home-made
modules. Yet, both approaches do not exclude each other. In our view the pro-
gramming effort can concentrate on often used algorithms, and optimize these
algorithms into modules that can be executed in the background, while Matlab
is used for direct analysis and visualization.

6 Conclusions

In this article we have introduced an experiment for the Virtual Traffic Labora-
tory. To aid the scientist, analysis results are stored in databases with aggregated
data. This allows to repeatedly display the results from different viewpoints,
where the scientist does not have to worry that too rigorous filtering will force
him to do the aggregation again.

New aggregate data can be generated by exploring a dependency by per-
forming new analysis on sets selected on different parameter-combinations in
the background. This analysis can be performed seamlessly on both real data
and simulated data. New data can be automatically displayed by adding moni-
tors to the databases.
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